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Islamic Banking in Malaysia:
Past, Present and Future
Abstraksi: Memperhatiknn perkembangannyn belaknngan ini, pelaksanaan
sistem perbanknn lslam di beberapa negara, seperti Indonesia dan Malaysia,
telah memperlihatkan geliatnya yang lumayan signifiknn. HsI ini antara lain
ditunjuk*nn dengan diterapknnnyasistunperbanknnlslamtersebut oleh sejum-
lahbank, sebagai alternatif terhndap sistem perbanknn modernkanttensional.
Di Indonesia misalnya, selain Bank Muamalah yang memang menerapkan
sist em p erbanknn Islam, sej umlah b ank komer sial umum, sep erti B ank N egar a
lndonesia (BNI), Bank Mandiri, danbeberapabanklainnya, juga telah menye-
diaknn pelayanan pengelolann keuangan nasabah dengan bulandasknn pada
prinsip-prinsip syariat Islam. Demikian halnya di Malaysin dengan berdiri-
nya Bank Islam Malaysia Berhnd @IMB).
Secara utnum, perbanknn Islam dapat didefinisiknn sebagai pelaksanaan
sistem perbankan yang didasarkan pada prinsip-prinsip ekonomi lslam
(shari'ah). Sejauh ini, sistem perbanknn lslam banyak menarik perhntian,
khususnya dari knlangan Muslim, knrena konsep bebas bunga yang ditawar-
knnnya. Konsep bebas bunga ini diterapknn knrena prinsip utam-a aktiuitas
perbanknn lslam didasarknn pada adanya larangan dalam hukum ekonomi
lslam untuk melakuknn ibd' dalam segala bentuk transaksi jual beli.
Artikel ini berisi tiga pembahasan utama berkaitan dengan sistem perban-
kan lslam yang diterapknn oleh Bank Islam Malaysin Berhad di Malaysia:
pertama, knjinn historis tentang sistem perbanknn Islam, menyangkut asal
mula munculnya sistem perbankan Islam tersebut di malaysia hingga
p erkemb an ganny a ktmudian ; kedua, p emb ahns an t ent ang b eb er ap a t antan g-
an dan hambatan yang dihadapi oleh Bank Islam Malaysia Berhnd tersebut;
dan ketrga, analisis atas prospek sistern perbanknn lslam pada masa yang
aknn datang, di Malaysia khususnya, dan di negnra-negara yang berpenduduk
Muslim lain pada umumnya.
Dijelasknn bahwa dalamkonteks masyaraknt Muslim Melayu di Malay-
sia, kesadaran untuk menerapknn synriat Islam dalam sistem perbanknn dan
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pengelolaan keuangan ini sesungguhnya sudah berlangsung sejak sebelum
masakoloninl. Dalamhal ini, masyarakat Melayu di Malaysia, yang memsng
terkenal sangat kental keislamannya, senantiasa berhati-hati meny angkut
transaksi keuangan dengan menghindarkan sistem bunga yang dianggapnya
sebagai bentuk ribd'. Mereka meyakini bahwa sistem ribd'dilarang dalam
syariat Islam, sehingga harus dicari alternatif lain agar masyaraknt Muslim
tetap dapat terlibat dnlam aktiaitas perekanomian tnnpa harus dibayang-ba-
yangi ketakutan terhadap rlbd'. Di antara bentuk transuksi alternatif yang
diusahnkan oleh Muslim Melayu di Malaysia untuk menghindarkan nbd'
tersebut adalah apa yang mereka sebut sebagai sistem " jual janji".
Pemahaman terhndap sistem bunga sebagaibentuk ribA' pada gilirannya
mendorong mnsyaraknt Muslim Melayu di Malaysia untuk mendiriknn bank
Islam yang menerapknn sistem bebas bunga. Sebagai ciknl bakal berdirinya
bqnk Islam tersebut, pada aznal tahun 1960an,Iahir lembaga Tabung Haji
yang kemudinn dinnggap berhasil memobilisasi sejumlah deposan yang ter-
tarik dengan pengelolaan keuangan dengan sistem syariat Istam yang di-
tawarkan; Kemudian, atas dukungan penuh dari pihak pemerintah pimpi-
nan Perdana Menteri Dr. Mahatir Muhammad, pada tahun 1g83 berdirilah
sebuah bank Islam dengan nama Bank lslam Malaysia Berhad. Dengan ber-
Iandasknn pada ketentuan yang telah disepaknti, Bank lslam Malaysiq Ber-
hnd mendapat tugas untuk mengimplementasiknn tiga prinsip pokok sistem
pengelolaan keuanganberdasarkan syariat Islam, yakni: pertama, tidak me-
nerapkan sistem bunga karena diyakini sebagai ribd', dan mengikuti sistem
bagi hasil; kedua, semua manaj emen bank Islam hnrus didasarknn pada prin-
sip-prinsip transaksi dalam Islam (mu'6malah); dan kettga, menghindari
berbagai nktiaitas ekanomi yang bertentangan dengan kepentingan ummat
(Muslim).
Dalam artikel ini, penulis mengemuknknn secara terperinci gambaran
operasional dari berbagai bentuk trsnsaksi ekonomi di Bank Islam Malaysia
Berhad yang semuanya didasarknn pada hukum-hukum ekonomi Islam, se-
perti: wad(ah. mudArabah, mushArakah, murAbahah, bay'bi thaman
'djrl, ijdrah, wakAlah, kafAlah dan qard hasan. Sejauh dnta yang dikemu-
kaknn, kendati Bank Islam Malaysin Berhnd masih tergolong kecil dibanding
bank-bank komersil lainnya, tetapi keberadaannya telah memberiknn kontri-
busi penting bagi dunin perbankan pada umumny a, dan memberiknn kesej ahte-
raan sosial kepada masyaraknt Muslim pada khususnya.
Dengan berdasnrknn pada data-data yang dikemuknknnnya pula, penulis
berkeyakinan bahwa baik secara teoritis maupun praktis, sistem perbankan
Islam sangat mungkin terus dikembangknn di Malaysia dan juga di negara-
negara Muslim lainnya.
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ISLAMIC Banking is generally defined as the conduct of banking
operations in consonance with Islamic principles of Commercial Law.
The emergence of interest-free financial institutions especially in
Muslim countries has created a new dimension to economic models.
These Islamic banks are financial intermediaries which operate in
accordance Islamic Commercial Law. The main principles of Islamic
banking activities comprise of prohibition of ribA in all forms of
transactions, undertaking business and trade activities on the basis
of profit and loss sharing. This paper will discuss the historical
development of establishment of Islamic banking in Malaysia, their
operations and application of Islamic Commercial Law's principles in
the Malaysian Islamic banking system. This paper will also elaborates
the challenges and some issues which are being faced by Malaysian
Islamic banking system and its prospects in the future.
Historical Development of the Establishment of
Islamic Banking System in Malaysia
The Musiims in Malaysia, like their counterparts elsewhere, have
for a long time had the desire to practise the rules of the shai'ah in
the fields of banking and finance. They have always been cautious
about being involved in ribi transactions.t Thuy had developed their
own transactions which avoided ribh. One such customary transaction
which was prevalent amongst the Malays in pre-colonial times, and
has survived until now, is junl janji (conditional sale).2
The origin of jual janji has been attributed to the objection that
Malays (as Muslims) have towards ribh,which is the economic basis
on which the modern system of charge or mortgage functions. The
answer to this objection, which proceeds from the Islamic injuctions
against ribh is the transaction known as bny' bi al-wnfh', which is the
sale with an option to repurchase.3
The identification of jual janji as a local customary transaction
peculiar to the Malays because of religious considerations received
judicial notice from the British judge, Briggs, in the case of Tengku
Zahara v. Che Yusuf (1957 77MLJ 1) in which he held that:
"The whole purpose of jual janji transactions is to provide a procedure
for securing loans and grving the lender adequate recompense therefore
without infringing the prohibition of usury which is binding on the
conscience of all sood Muslims."
In Mohamed Isa v. Haji Ibrahim (7968 1. MLJ 186), Azmi, Chief
Judge (Malaya) made a similar observation regarding this religious
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element when he said that amongst the Kedah Malays, the transaction
of jual janji was in fact, "a conditional transfer with a right to
repurchase and so made in order to enable the lender to benefit from
the transaction lawfully to Muslim Law."
The prohibition of ribk for Muslims had led to growing demands
for the establishment of an Islamic bank in Malaysia.a In the early
1.960s, the first major move towards establishing an interest-free
financial institution was the setting up of the Tabung Haii (Ptlgro,ns'
Management and Fund Board). The success of Tabung Haji in
mobilising the funds of the depositors in accordance with Islamic
principles put pressure on the Government to establish an Islamic
bank. Further, the desire of the Muslims in Malaysia was especially
rekindled when, in the early 1970's there was a successful move to
establish Islamic banks in West Asia such as the Islamic Development
Bank in 1974 which operates in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
A more formal demand for the establishment of an Islamic bank in
Malaysia was first made in L980 when theBumiputera Economic Congress
passed a resolution urging the Government to allow the Pilgrims'
Management and Fund Board to establish an Islamic bank in Malaysia
in order to mobilise and invest the funds of the Muslims in the country
in accordance with shari'ah principles.s Implementation of such a
resolution began in 1981 under Dr. Mahathir, the Prime Minister of
Malaysia, when he invited prominent international Muslim scholars to
Malaysia and accepted their recommendation on how Covernment
could Islamise the administrative machinery of the country by setting
up Islamic institutions such as banks and universities.6 Likewise at the
National Seminar on the Concept of Dmelopment in Islam, which was
held at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia in Bangi in March 7981., a
resolution was passed requesting the Government of Malaysia to take
immediate steps to legislate an Act which would enable the setting up
of banks and financial institutions whose operations would be based
on Islamic principlesT. On the same occasiory Dr. Mahathir arurounced
the setting up of an Islamic Research Group and a Special Enforcement
Group with the task of conducting research on a1l issues relating to an
Islamic Economic system, as well as assisting the Government's
development projects by ensuring that they conform to Islamic
principles.8 Their efforts fi^ully culminated in the appointrnent by the
Prime Minister of a National Steering Committee on the Islamic Bank
on 30 July 1.981.e The twenty-member Steering Committee headed by
the Raja Tan Sri Mohar, the special advisor to the Prime Minister, was
given the following tasks:
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To shrdy and identify various critical aspects of Islamic banking such
as the basis of the establishment areas of operation, and business
relationship with the customers and other financial institutions.
To examine the suitability of Islamic banking in the Malaysian
context from various points of view including religious, legaf racial,
social and development angles; and
To present to the Government of Malaysia a proposal to establish
Banklslam Malaysia in a complete report encompassing the following
aspects: (i) fundamental concepts of Islamic banking; (ii) Iegal
framework; (iii) structure of the company; (iv) area of operation;
and (v) organizational structure.lo
Basic Principles of the Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad
The report of the National Steering Committee on the Islamic Bank
of Malaysia outlines three major principles that should govern the
operation of the Bank Islam: frsf, the prohibition of ribk and the sharing
of profit and loss. Profit and loss-sharing is the basis of all economic
activities involving money, wealth and labour in Islam. This concept
of profit-sharing should replace interest as an important mechanism
in the present banking system; second, management of Islamic bank
based on Islamic transactions (mu'kmalah). The success of an Islamic
bank is largely dependent on the understanding and implementation
of the Islamic principle of transactions on the part of the management.
Thus, an Islamic bank must ensure that its activities will not be in
conflict with the shnri'ah (Islamic Law); arrdthird, avoidance of activities
contradictory to the interest of the Muslim ummah. Any activitywhich
is not in conformity with the interest of the ummah is tantamount to
misuse and abuse of the wealth entrusted by God.11
The National Steering Committee submitted its report on 5 July
1.982, and the report was accepted by the government. The
recommendations of the comrnittee included the following:
a. An Islamic bank which operates according to the principles of
shari'ah should be established.
b. The bank should be incorporated as a limited company under the
Company Act 7965.
c. An act styled the Islamic Bnnking Act 7983 should be legislated and
some consequential amendments should be made to other existing
related Acts.
d. Bsnk Negara (Central Bank) should administer the Islamic Bnnking
Act 7983.
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The bank should set up a Religious Supervisory Council to ersure that
the operations of the Bank comply with the principles of rhe shni'ah.12
Legal and Regulatory Framework of BIMB
Incorporation
The Bank Isiam was fioully incorporated as a limited company under
the Company Act 1965 on 1 March 1983 taking the name of Bank Islam
Malaysin Berhnd (BIMB) with its registered office situated in Malaysia. Its
memorandum of Association prefaces thal "sII businessu of the company
wiII be transacted in accordnnce with klnmic principlu, rules and practices" .It
lists among the company's first objectives as "to can)r on the Islamic
banking business in all its branches and departrnents and to transact and
do all matters and things incidental thereto, or which may at any time
hereafter at any place where the company shall carry on business be
usual in connection with the Islamic banking business." The memorandum
then proceeds to enumerate a number of possible objects for which the
company is established, and seals the listing with a proviso that "nothing
in this memorandumcontained also shallempowerthe companyto carryr
on any business or do anything involving any element which is not
approved by the Religion of Islam."13
To carry out its activities on interest free basis, the bank has an
authorized capital of RM 500 milIion, dividedinto 500 million ordinary
shares of RM 1.00 each and the initial paid-up capital of the bank is
RM 80 million, which is RM 20 million less than the amount
recommended by the National Steering Committeela' The initial paid-
up capital then held by the Malaysian Government and various other
parties was as follows:
Table 1
The Initial Paid-up Capital of BIMB
Shareholders RMMillion
Government of Malaysia
Lembaga lJrusan dan Tabung Haji (LUTH)
Muslim Welfare Organization of Malaysia
State Religious Councils
State Religious Agencies
Federal Asencies
30
10
5
20
3
12
Total 80
Source :BIMB, Penubuhan dan Operasi, Kuala Lumpur , 7989, p ' 6; Bank Negara Malaysia,
Annual Report 1987.pp.76 - L7.
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Table 2
Commercial Banks (Locally Incorporated):
Assets, Deposits and Shareholders'Funds (RM Million) (As at 31 December 1984)
Name of Institution Assets Deposits Shareholder
Funds
Ranking
Malayan Banking
Berhad **
22,067.9 14,066.8 1,732.7 1
Bank Bumiputera
Malavsia Berhad
27,102.4 14,658 1,074.5 2
Public Bank Berhad q R1 1 q 4.785 319 3
United Malayan
Banking Corpora- tion
Berhad*
7 4q4? 4\17 4 200.9 1
Development and
Commerciai Bank
Rerhad
4,154 ?qqq1 t74.5 5
United Asian Bank
Berhad*
3,543.9 ) 161 q 132.7 A
Bank Islam Malaysia
Berhad GIMB)*
563.4 279.6 80.4 7
Perwira Habib Bank
Berhad
1,844.7 76.4
Malayan United Bank
Rprh a,l
7,540 7,262 75 9
Hock Hua Bank
Berhad
i,313.3 973.4 74.4 10
Kwong Yik Bank
Berhad
1,,341,.3 1,090.2 72.7 11
Notes: * Position as at 31 December 1983
** Position as at 30 Jue 1985
Source : Arab-Malaysian Merchant Bank Berhad, The Kuala Lumpur Bankers Directory,1986-
Based on the shareholders'funds of the bank which amounted to
RM 80.4 millionas at 31 December L984 , the BIMB can be placed
among the seven largest locally incorporated commercial banks in
Malaysia. This comparison is clearly shown in Table 2. Based on these
comparisons, obviously the BIMB has a sound base to conduct its
operations and to gain the people's confidence. The confidence of the
people towards the bank also stems from the fact that the Government
and other major religious agencies and Muslim institutions in the
country have contributed to the bank shareholders' funds. It is
significant to note that the BIMB is the first Islamic bank to be
established with direct Government involvement, while other earlier
Islamic commercial banks in other Muslim countries were established
mainly by private individualsls.
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Islamic Banking Act (IBA) 198316
The Banking Act 1973 requires the rate of interest to be an important
mechanism forbanking operations and prohibitsbanks from tradinglT.
In contrast, the Qur'An explicitly states that, "Allah has permitted
trade and prohibited interest (ribff\".n This divergence between the
Banking Act 7973 and the Qur'Anic injunctions implies that the initial
legal environment in Malaysia did not permit the establishment of an
Islamic bank that would operate without the element of interest.
In view of the above conflict, the Islamic Banking Act was Iegislated
towards the end of 7982 to facilitate the establishment of Bank Islam.
The Act, which was gazetted on 10 March 1983, is now known as the
Islamic Banking Act 1983 (Act No. 276,1983). The Act seeks to provide
for the licensing and regulating of the Bank Islam business. It has
been modelled on the country's Banking Act 7973 (now amended by
the Banking and Financial Institution Act (BAFIA), 1989 with
modifications and amendments as are necessary to conform with
Islamic banking practises. It basically retains the normal practices of
prudent banking contained in the Banking Act 79731e and vests the
Central BatlJr. (Bank Negara) with similar powers of supervision and
regulation over Bank Islam as in the case with other licensed banks.20
Salient Features of the lslnmic Banking Act 1983
The following are the major provisions of the 18 A 1983 as compared
with the BAFIA 1989:
a. Definition section (IBA, Section 2) defines an Islamic bank as "any
company which carries on Islamic banking business."
b. Definition of "Islamic banking business".
According to Section 2 lBA 1983, "Islamic bankingbusiness" means
"banking business whose aims and operations do not involve any
element which is not approved by the Religion of Islam." This
definition sure$ poses the question: what is Islamic banking business?
It has been darified through various lecfures gSvenby BIMB's officials
and ib handbook that thebanking medanism of BINIB is as mentioned
below (3.5), i. e. mu&rabah, mushfrrakah, murhbalnh, bay' bi thnman 'ffjil,
bay' sal6m, ijhrah, waffi'ah, wakhlnh, knfAlth and qard lnsan.zl However,
these concepts and principles are not laid out in detail in the Act.
Havrng a first glance at the Act, one could feel that there is nothing
Islamic about the whole Act except for where it states "... aims and
operation not contrary to the religion of Islam."
However, Section 2 of BAFIA 1989 defines "banking (and
finance) business" as the business of receiving money in any
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currency or deposit accounts; paying and collecting cheques drawn
by or paid in by customers and provision of finance, which include
the lending of money, leasing business, factoring business, the
purchase of bills of exchange, promissory notes, certificates of
deposits, debentures or other negotiable instruments; and
acceptance or guarantee of any liability, obligation or duty of any
person and includes such other business as the Central Bank, with
the approval of the Minister may prescribe.
In the absence of a statutory definition of "banking business"
in the IBA 1983, it is the practice and in fact the law, to have regard
to the Common Law to determine its meaning.zIt would aPPear
therefore that the IBA 1,983 intends to define "Islamic banking
business" in similar terns as that carried outby conventionalbanks
in Common Law jurisdiction.23 The only exception is that the aims
and operations of such banking business should not involve any
element which is not approved by the religion of Islam.2a
c. Engaging in Trade and Commerce
The fundamentalprinciple of Islamic finance is trading and profit
and loss sharing. Islamic banks have to trade to earn an income
since the Qur'An expressly forbids ribk but allows profit-making
by trading.2s However, according to Section 31, BAFIA 1.989,
conventional banks and financial institutions are not allowed to
engage in wholesale or retail trading. Therefore, this provision is
absent in the /BA 1983 which enables the Islamic bank to engage in
such trade and commerce and is in line with the shari'ah.
Goaernment Inaestment Act 1982
According to ttre shni'qh rules, an Islamic bank is not allowed to hade
in Treasury Bills or other papers such as Government Bonds or securities
which are interest-based transactions. From the operation point of view,
however, it is important for the BIMB to kade in these papers in order
to meet its legal liquidity requirements.26 In order to make the operations
of BIMB possible, consequently, The Investrnent Act 1982 was passed
enabling the Government to issue non-interest bearing investment
certificates so as to meet BIMB's liquidity requirements2T in terms of its
holdings of liquid assets as well as to provide an investrnent avenue for
ib excess funds. The issuance of Goverment Investment Certificates (GIC)
which is govemed by the principle of qard lasan represent a benevolent
loan to the Government, except that there is no pre'determined rate of
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interest. The holder of these Certificates also does not expect any rehrms
on the capital except the principle amount invested which will be fully
reft-rnded upon maturity.T
Religious Superaisory Council
BIMB has set up a Religious (shari'ah) SuPervisory Council to
supervise and advise its banking operations to ensure that its
operations do not involve any element which is not permissible in
shnri'ah.2e This Council has a minimum of three and a maximum of
seven members of eminent Muslim Religious Scholars in the country.30
The supervisory role of the Religious Supervisory Council has been
criticised in the following words:
"...Although the shai'ah Advisory Body has the power to advise, it is
questionable as to how far it is able to perform such a function. It must be
remembered that the Central Bank supervises the whole banking system and
therefore the ultimate power rests with the Central Bank. I can understand
the government's position in protecting its interest of the Bank paid up capital
but it is quite pointless to set up an Islamic institution but to have it supervised
by a non-Islamic organisation..."3l
Corporative objective
In view of the primary objective for which it is set up, B/MB has
formulated its corporative objective as follows:
"The corporate objective of the Bank is to provide banking facilities and
services in accordance with Islamic principles, rules and practices to all Muslims
and the population of this courtry. The Bank's effort to provide these banking
facilities and services is to be undertaken within the framework of its viability
and capability to continuously grow and expand".32
Organizational Structure
The Organizational structure of BIMB consists of three divisions
with line functions, i. e. operations, trade finance and treasury, and
corporate investments and three other divisions with staff functions,
i. e. establishment, accounts and legal, and secretarial. Each division
is divided into departments and further subdivided into units as
deemed necessary. BIMB has its Board of Directors comprising the
nominees of its major shareholders who are elected at the annual
general meetings. The management of the Bank is spearheaded by
the Managing Director. The Managing Director and the Internal
Auditors report to the Board of Directors. Meanwhile, the Religious
(shntt'nh) Supervisory Council advises the Board of Directors on all
areas of operations related to religious affairs.33
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Subsidiaries and Branch Network
BIMB formed three subsidiary companies during its second
financial year (1 luly 1984 to 30 |une 1985). For the purpose of
acquisition of immovable and movable fixed assets, BIMB formed a
wholly-owned subsidiary company with a paid-up capital of RM $ 1
million under the name of Syariknt Al-Ijhrah SendirianBerhnd. Another
wholly-owned subsidiary company with a paid-up capital of RM
25,000, known as Al-Wakhlah Nominees Sendirian Berhad was formed
to provide portfolio investment management and nominee services
for BIMB and its clientss. A third subsidiary company is the 51-per
cent owned Syariknt Taknful Sendirian Berhad which is engaged in takkful
(Islamic Insurance) business in both family takkful business as well as
general takiful business. The company began its Islamic insurance
operation in the financial year 1985/86.35
As at 30th June7993,BIMBhad successfully opened 44 full-service
branches in almost all the major towns in Malaysia, including 32 mini
branches which accept deposits in current, savings and investment
account facilities.36
Banking operations
BIMB commenced its business operations on July 7,7983 to meet
the savings and credit need of the Malaysians in general and the
Muslim community in particular.3T ln line with the basis of the Bank's
establishment and its corporate mission, all of its banking operations
and activities are in accordance with the principles of shai'ah such as
waffi'ah, mu&rabah, mushhraknh, murkbalnh, bay' bi thaman'hjil, ijhrah,
wakklah, knfdlah and qard lassn.38
Customers' Deposits
There is a consensus among scholars and practitioners of Islamic
banking that deposits can be mobilised using the two shnri'ah contracts,
i. e.waffi'ah andmu&rabah3e.In the case of BIMB, deposits are received
from its ordinary customers through the following three accounts,
namely:
a. current accounts;
b.
c.
savings accounts; and
investment accounts.
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Current Accounts
Current accounts are operated in the same way as in the
conventional banks. BIMB accepts deposits from its customers looking
for safe custody of their funds on the shni'ah principles of waffi'ah
(safekeeping). With the permission of the customers, the Bank uses
these funds to generate profit which would entirely belong to the
Ba*. h return, ihe Bank provides the customers with the chegue
books and other usual current accor:nt services. The customers may
withdraw a part or the whole of their balance at any time they so
desire, and the Bank guarantees the refund of such balances.4
Saaings Accounts
BIMB accepts deposits from its customers looking for safe custody
of their funds with some degree of convenience in their use together
with the possibility of some profits in the form of saving accounts
on the principle of tnaffi'ah. The customers may withdraw part or
the whole of their balance at any time they desire and the Bank
guarantees the reftrnd of suchbalances. The Bankrequestspermission
from such customers to make use of their funds i^ *y investments
so long as these funds remain with the Bank. However, in contrast
with current accounts, the Bank may, at its absolute discretion,
reward the customers by retuming a prt of the profits generated
from the use of their funds from time to time.al
c. Inaestment Accounts
There are two type of investment accounts offered by BIMB,
both of which are operated on the mu&rabahprinciple, i. e. General
Investment Account and Special Investment Account. Deposits
received under the General Investment Account on the principle
of mu&rabah are invested by the Bank on behalf of the depositors.
Bank Islam accepts such deposits on the following basis, i. e. 1
month,3 months, 6 months,9 months, 12 months, 15 months, 18
months, 24 months, 36 months, 48 months, 60 months and over.
The mudhrabah contract requires the Bank to act as the
"entrepreneur" and the customers as the "providers of capital",
and both parties to agree, among others, on how to distribute the
profits, if any, generated by the Bank from the investment of the
funds. At present, the Bank offers a profit-sharing ratio of 70 :30
(70 per cent to the customers and 30 per cent to the Bank Islam
from the gross profits made). This ratio, however, may be varied
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from time to time so as to maintain an equitable distribution of
profits between the two parties. The management of the
investment of the funds is entirely under the supervision of the
Bank. In event of loss, the depositors will bear all the lossesa2.
BIMB also selectively accepts deposits from the Government
and coryorate customers in the form of Special InvestmentAccounts
which are operated on the principle of mu&rabah,but the modes
of investment of the funds and the ratios of distributions of profits
may be individually negotiated.a3
Project Financing
Two methods used by BIMB to finance acceptable projects are
governed by the principles of mu&rabah and mushhraknh.4
Project financing under the principle o/ mudArabah
Under this mode of financing, BIMB is the "provider of capital"
and will provide 100-per cent financing for the relevant project. The
initiator of the project is the "entrepreneur" who will manage the
project. The Bank cannot interfere in the management of the project,
but has the right to undertake the follow-up and supervision tasks.
Both parties agree through negotiation on the ratio of distribution of
the profits generated from the project, if any. In the event of loss in
the project, BIMB w:dl bear all the loss.as
Project financing under the principle o/ mushArakah
Under this mode of financing, the Bank together with the initiator
or initiators of the relevant project will provide the whole financing
for the project in agreed proportions. All parties, including BIMB,
have the right to participate in the management of the projecU but all
the parties have the option to waive such right. All parties agree
through negotiation on the ratio of distribution of the profits
generated from the project, if any. Such a ratio need not coincide
with the ratio of participation in the financing of the project. In the
event of loss in the project, all parties will bear the loss in proportion
to their shares in the financing.a6
Financing the acquisition of assets
BIMB also provides assets financing facilities under various principles
such as murdbalnh, bay' bi thnman '6jil and ijdrah.aT Under the mode of
murkbahah financing, BIMB first purchases the asset, movable or
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immovable, and subsequently sells the relevant asset to the customer
at the agreed price which consists of the actual cost of the asset to the
Bank plus the Bank's margin of profit.48 And, under the mode of bay' bi
thaman'kjil (deferred sale) financing, BIMB first determines the
requirements of the customer in relation to the duration and marrnel
of repayment. The Bank then purchases the asset and subsequently
sells the relevant asset to the customer at the agreed price which
comprises (a) the actual cost of the asset to BIMB, and (b) the Bank's
margin of profit and allows the customer to settle the payrnent within
a specific period or to pay by instatments or in a manner so determined.ae
Meanwhile, financing under the principle of iikrah (Leasing) requires
BIMB first to purchase the asset required by the customer and
subsequently to lease the asset to the customer for a fixed period on a
rental basis and other terms and conditions as agreed by both parties.so
BIMB also provides financing the use of services and subsequent
acquisition of assets under the principle of al-bay' alln'iiri (Leasing
ending with ownership). This mode of financing requires BIMB to
finance its customers who initialty wish to acquire the right to use the
service of a required asset and subsequently own it' The procedure
involved is the same as the above principle of iihrah, except that both
parties agree that the customer will eventually purchase from the
Bank the asset concerned at an agreed price with all the lease rentals
previously paid constituting part of the price.sl
Qard Hasan (Benevolent loan)
BIMB may use an aPpropriate proportion of the fimds at its disposal
in the form of loans to deserving customers under the principle of
qard |nsan The borrower is obliged to repay only the principal amount
of the loan, according to its terms and conditions.s2
Trade Finance
BIMB may provide specific facilities or financing, mostly on a short-
term basis, for the purpose of facilitating trade or providing working
capital for its customers. Such facilities or financing may be granted
in connection with the purchase or import and sale or export of goods
and machinery, and the acquisition and holding of stocks and
inventories, spares and replacements, raw materials, and semi-
finished goods. The facilities or financing currently provided include
letters of credit, letters of guarantee and working capital under the
principles of wakhlah, mushhraknh, murhbalnh, ijfrrah and waffi'ah.53
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Letters of Credit Under the Princtple o/ WakAlah
Under the principl e of wakhlah (agency), the customer first informs
BIMB of his letter of credit requirements and places with the Bank a
deposit equal to the full amount of the price of the goods to be
purchased or imported which the Bank accepts under the principle of
wsdt'sh. BIMB then establishes the Letter of Credit and pays the
proceeds to the negotiating bank utilizing the customer's deposit,
and subsequently releases the documents to the customers. The Bank
charges the customer fees and commissions in connection with this
service under the principle of ijhrah.s
Letters of Credit Under the Principle o/ MushArakah
This mode of financing requires the customer to inform BIMB of
his letter of credit requirements and negotiate the terms of mushhrakah
financing. The customer places with the Bank a deposit for his share
of the cost of the goods to be purchased or imported which the Bank
accepts under the principle of wadt'ah. The Bank then issues the letter
of credit and pays the proceeds to the negotiating bank utilizing the
customer's deposit as well as its own share of financinE, and
subsequently releases the documents to the customer. The customer
takes possession of the goods and disposes of them in the manner
stipulated in the agreement. Profits derived from the venture will be
shared as per agreement.ss
Letters of Credit Under the Principle o/ MurAbahah
This mode of financing requires the customer to inform BIMB of
his letter of redit requirements and to request the Bank to purchase
or import the goods, indicating thereby that he would be willing to
buy the goods from the Bank on their arrival on the principle of
murhbahah. BIMB then issues the Letter of Credit and pays the
proceeds to the negotiating bank utilizing its own funds. B/MB sells
the goods to the customer at a price comprising the cost of the goods
and a profit margin under the principle of murilbafuh for settlement
by cash or on a deferred payment (bay' bi thaman 'kjil) basis.56
Letter of Guarantee
BIMB n;Lay provide the facility of Letter of Guarantee to its customers
in certain cases under the principle of kafhlah. This facility may be
provided in respect of the performance of a task, the settlement of a
loary etc. To provide this faciJity, BIMB may require the customer to
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place a certain amount as a deposit which BIMB receives under the
principle of wadt'ah. BIMB will charge the customer fees and
commissions in corurection with this facility under the principle o f ijfrrah.s7
Finance for working capital under the principle o/ Murdbahah
This mode of financing requires the customers to approach BIMB
to provide financing for his working capital requirements to purchase
stocks and inventories, spares and replacements, semi-finished goods
and raw materials. BIMB hrst purchases or appoints the customer as
its agent to purchase the required goods on its behalf and BIMB pays
from its own funds. BIMB subsequently sells the goods to the customer
at an agreed price on the principle of murhbahah. The customer is
allowed to settle this sale price on a deferred term of 30 days, 60
days,90 days, or any other duration as the case may be.s8
Other Seraices
BIMB also provides other usual banking services under various
rwles of shari'ah. sufhce it to mention just a few as follows: remittances
and transfers, sale and purchase of foreign currency, investment or
portfolio management and trustee and nominee company services.se
Types of financingbased on theprinciplesof shari'shandthe modes
of contract implemente dby BIMB60 in its operation can be summarised
as followed:
Type of Financing Contracts Used to Grant Financial Facilities
Project Financing Mu &r ab ah and Mushkrakah (Equly Financins)
Financing the
Acquisition
Murhbalnh, Bay' bi thaman'kjil (Deferred Sale) of
assets, Ij1rah wa al-istiqnh' (Leasing Ending with
Ownership) and Qard l{nsan (Benevolent Loan)
Trade Financing Wakilah, Mur\batuh, Mushkrakah, Letter of
zuarantee (under the principle of KafAIah)
Services Fees and Commissions charges under the shai'ah
principle of al-Air wa al:Umulah
Examination and Evaluation of the BIMB's perfonnance
Mobilisation of Monetary Resources
There has been no objection raised against BIMB on the use of
either waffi'ah or mu&rabah contracts to mobilise deposits among its
customers. The mobilisation of deposits by BIMB ispresented in Table
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3. The total deposits mobilised by the BIMB, as shown in the table 3
below, to four types of accounts, namely, current account, saving
account/ investment and special investment accounts, increased
steadily from 1983 to 1989, but with a marginal decrease of growth.
The total deposits of the BIMB rncreased from RM 91.1 million in
1983 to I<NL274.9 million 1n 1984, an increase of 201.8 per cent. In
1985, the total deposits continued to increase to RM 405 million, an
increase of 47.3 per cent. In 1986, the total deposits further increased
to RM 566.9 million but the rate of increase fell from 47.3 per cent in
1985 to 40 per cent in 1986, and increased again in 1987 to RM 809.1
million, an increase of 43 per cent. In 1989, the total deposits increased
to RM 1,229.2 million from RM L,022.2 million, an increase of 20.3 per
cent. Nevertheless, there was a slight decrease in the total deposits
of BIMB in 1990 and 1991., i.e. RM 1',220.9 million and RM 1',175.1
million respectively. This may be due to the huge dividends offered
by other investment institutions especially by the most popular
Government backed institutions such as Tabung Haji. TotaI deposits,
however, rose again by RM 291,.2 mrllion in 1993 to RM 1',51L'7, an
increase of 22.1per cent in the financial year.
BrMB : customers Deposits G..lJll;"s'oort-terrn Deposits of Institutional
Customers), Depositors and Assets 1983 - 1993, as at 30 June
Year
Total Deposits
(RM Million) 7o**
Total
Depositors
Total Assets
(RMMillion) 7o**
1 98i* 91 ,, 499 170.6
't984 274.9 201.8 41-086 369.8 116.8
1985 405 47_3 't27.980 q.1 A rl 39
1986 566.9 40 Not available 682_9 32.8
1987 809.1 43 Not available 932.3 76_5
1 988 1.022.2 26.3 200,766 153.7 L3 -l
'1989 '1.229.2 20.3 235.786 1.368.3 18.6
r990 't,220.9 -0.7 270.049 1,396.3 2
1991 175.1 299,040 | ..14 / .z -3.8
1992 1.320.5 1a nLL.' 329.990 1.607.8 18.5
7993 1.677.7 22.1 362.1 7.890.6 17.6
Notes:
* 1983, as at 31 December
+* Rate of increase (%)
Source: Bank Negara Malaysia, Annual REort 1984, p. 75; BIMB, Compiled from
BIMB's Annual Reports 1985 - 1993.
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The total numbers of depositors consisting of individuals,
Government Departments, statutory bodies and various entities from
the corporate sectors increased steadily from 1983 to 1993. As can be
seen from Table 3 above, in ten years of its operations, its depositors
increased from22,499 thousands in 1983 to 362,711thousands in1993,
an increase of 1509.5 per cent. This can be considered a remarkable
progress in terms of the role of BIMB in mobilising the funds and
savings of the Muslims in particular and Malaysians in general, in a
relatively short span of time.
Table 4
BIMB : Rates of profits to depositors (%), as at June 1988 - 1993
1988 1989 1990 t991 1992 1993
Saving Accounts J.Z3 3.3i 3.37 J.JJ 3.65 3.99
Investment Accounts
l Month 3.& 3.77 3.78 4.29 4.67 5.11
3 Months 3.87 3.94 4.01 4.55 4.97 tr41
6 Months 4.09 4.77 4.25 4.82 5.26 5.74
9 Months 4.32 4.41 4.49 5.09 5.55 6.06
12 Months 4.54 4.64 4.72 5.36 5.84 6.38
15 Months 4.87 4.96 5.63 6.13 6.70
18 Months 5.00 5.10 5.19 5.89 6.42 7.02
24 Months 3.ZJ 5.34 5.43 6.16 6.72 7-34
36 Months 5.57 5.67 6.43 7.01 7.66
48 Months 5.68 5.80 5.90 6.70 7.30 7.98
60 Months and above 5.91 6.03 6.74 6.97 7.59 8.30
Source : Compiled from Annual Reports of BIMB 1988 - 1993.
The rates of profits actually paid to the depositors is divided into
various accounts based on different weightages. The lowest weightage
is given to current accounts and the highest to investment accounts.
In the case of investment acccounts, different weightage is assigned
depending on the time frame, i.e. 1 or 3 or 6 or 9 or 12 or lE or 18 or
24 or 36 or 48 or 60 months and above. As shown in Table 4 above,
the rate of profit to the depositors in the financial years of 1988 to
7993 was between 3.25 and 3.99 per cent per annum for the saving
accounts, and for the investment accounts was as {ollows:
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1 month = 3.64-5.71;
3 months =3.87-5.42;
6 months = 4.09-5.74;
9 months = 4.32-6.06;
12 months = 4.54-6.38;
l5 montns = 4./ / -6./U:
18 months = 5.00-7.02;
24 months = 5.23-7.34;
JO montns = J.+5-/.6rJ:
48 months = 5.68-7.98
60 months and above = 5.91 -8.30.
Financing and Inaestment
The size of banking financing facilities granted to various sectors
in the economy is presented in Table 5. The total financing granted
by BIMB continued to increase yearlybut at a declining and fluctuating
rate, causing the financing-deposits ratio of the BIMB to increase from
M.7 per cent in 1983 to 90.9 per cent in 1984, but fall to 79.5 per cent,
69.7 per cent, 53 per cent, then slighly rise to 59.6 per cent, then fall to
54.2 per cent, then rise again to 66.2 per cent, 67.2 per cent, 76.7 per
cent and slighly fell to 61.8 per cent from 1985 to 1993 respectively.
The decreasing of this financing-deposits ratios suggests that BIMB
has a large amount of idle funds not used efficiently. Consequently,
this will impose a cost to the Bank as well as affecting its rate of
returns.
Table 5
BIMB : Financing oI BIMB,1983 
- 
1993
Source: Bank Negara Malaysia, Annual Report 1.984, p. 75; Compiled from Annual
Report of BIMB 1986 - L993.
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Year
Total Deposits(RMMillion) Total Financing ofCustomers (RM
t\/Iilli^hI
Ratio of
Financing
nah^ci+c/o/-\
1 gR? 91 1 407 447
19p./1 ?74.9 )49 I g0g
1 gR5 405 79\
1 gR6 666 q ?qt ? Aq7
19R7 ROs 1 4)R 6
1 g8R 10)7? 60q 4 596
1 g8g 1?)9) 666 1 a4?
1 qgn 1 rro9 RN7 R 6)
1 gg1 17\'l 7R9 1 67)
1qq) 1??n5 1 nfi4" 7
1 gg3 16117 qg6 5 61 R
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If we look at the Bank's modes of operations, we find heavy reliance
has been given to murkbahah and bay' bi thaman 'frjil contracts. The
proportion of funds granted under these two contracts are presented
in Table 6. The table shows that the proportion of funds allocated for
murhbahah and bay' bi thnman 'kjil tradings between 7984 to 7993
constituted more than 85 per cent of BIMB's modes of financing. It
has continued to increase from 87.3 per cent in 1984 to 95 per cent in
7985,95.4 in 1986 and99.2in7987. However, it has slighly decreased
to 96.9,94.9 and 84.8 in 1,988, 7989 and 1990 respectively. In 1991
nearly 100 per cent of the funds were granted under the murhbalnh
and bay' bi thaman 'kjil contracts, and it decreased to 90.7 and 88.7 in
1992 and 1993 respectively.
Table 6
BrMB : Proportionar 
"t txll'r#;:";;:r3;;i:irunder Bav' Bi thaman'hjil
Year Credit
/l?I\/T \/Til)
BBA (RM
'l\,{il \
7ot MH (RM
t\tit r
Va* BBA +
t\ifH l/o/^\
984 249.8 r93.9 77.6 aA 1 9.7 47.3
985 \57.7 252.5 77.2 84.5 23.8 95
986 397 338.5 82.3 52 131 95.4
987 525 432.5 82.4 88 1,5.8 99.2
988 646 505.5 78.2 121 18.7 96.9
989 758 579.5 76.4 140 18.5 94.9
990 865 623.5 72.1 110 127 84.8
991 905 656.3 77.4 118.9 21,.9 99.3
992 1.OO47 723.8 72 188.3 78.7 90.7
993 996.5 713.5 71 175.9 17.7 88.7
Notes: * Rate of Financing (%)
BBA=Bay' Bi thaman'AjiI;MH = murkbalnh
RM = Ringgit Malaysia
Source : Compiled from Annual REorts of Bank Negara Malaysia 1984 - 7992; BIMB, Annual
Report 1992 - 1993.
These figures show that the funds which were allocated under
the other modes of financing such as mu&rabah andmushfrraknhwere
very small in percentage. These figures also reflect the Bank's limited
scope of operations to merely trading business of acquisition of assets
under the modes of murkbnlnh and bay' bi thnmnn 'kjil, fr'rus denying
the desire of investors or would-be entrepreneurs to obtain funds
for equity based investment in productive business ventures.
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It is obvious that the Bank's pattern of financing and investment
has a somewhat close resemblance to the practices of other commercial
banks. No doubt these two modes of financing will enable the Bank to
achieve the normal objectives of commercial banks such as profitability
and safety. However, these are rather inconsistent with the proposed
involvement of the Islamic bank mainly with the first-line techniques
identified such as mu&rsbah and mushirakah. Stnce the BIMB is largely
engaged in the second-line techniques, that is murhbalah and bay' bi
thnman'AjiI, there are doubts in the minds of the people, as to whether
the Bank is allowing interest through the back door.
Profit and Loss Accounts
Table 7
BIMB: Profit and Loss Accounts
Year Profit before Zakdt and Taxation
(in RM Million)
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
7991.
1992
1993
1..2
4.4
3.7
/ltr
o-z
10.0
13.4
74.7
1,6.1,
26.9
Source: Compiled hom Annual Reports of BIMB 1984 - 1993
BIMB was unfortunate to commence operations at the time of
recession in Malaysia and this was reflected in the loss incurred in
the first year of operation. However, as shown in Table 7, a proht
has been recorded in every year since. The initial losses were
apparently caused by bad debts on financing. Since then a more
cautious approach with tighter internal controls has been operated.
Although profitabilify is modest in terms of the assets employed, the
recent growth is an encouraging sign.
BIMB and Economic Development
Lr terms of significance to the Malaysian economy, BIMB is still a
relatively small bank compared with other commercial banks. For
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example/ by the end of 7988, BIMB's share of the total banking deposits
had risen to 2.3 per cent. Nevertheless, of the twenty-three local banks,
BIMB ranks thirteenth in terms of both assets and deposits, tenth in
terms of shareholders' funds and fifteenth in terms of profitability.5l
However, this sub-topic will discuss the role and contributton of BIMB
in the fields of mobilisation of savings and promoting investment,
financing projects and social welfare in the country.
Mobilising of Saaings and Promoting Inaestment
In spite of the fact that only a short time has passed since the
BIMB experiment began, and in spite of strong competition by interest-
banks, the results indicate that BIMB has achieved the desired goal
as presented in Table 2 above. Its goal is to offer an interest-free
banking system to the Muslims in Malaysia and to mobilise their
savings in accordance with the shari'ah.62 From the above discussion,
it can be seen that the role of BIMB in encouraging and mobilising
the savings of the Malay Muslims is crucial. Prior to the establishment
of Tabung Haji and BIMB, the Malays preferred to hold their wealth
in the form of cattle, land and jewellery. In spite of the fatwa issued
by the colonial government about the permissibility of accepting
interest from the Post Office and Co-operative, the most favoured
methods of holding savings were still the traditional ones63. This
attitude was claimed to have been the cause of economic retardation
amongst the Malays.e
Therefore, the existence of BIMB at least managed to solve the
problem of the Malay businessmen having to finance their economic
activities by ribh-based loans.6s Above all, Islamic banking is expected
to play an important role in attaining the economic objectives of
restructuring the Malay Muslim community which depends on the
manufacturing and services sectors and will need the full array of
Islamic financial instruments.
Financing Projects
Table 8
BIMB t Distribution of Financing (%)
among the Country's Major Economic Sectors 1987 
-1993
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1987 1988 1989 1990 t991 1992 L993
I 3.7 5.2 5.2 5.3 5.2 4.0 ta+.J
2 72.0 19.6 28.4 J+.L 30.3 35.4 33.5
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Notes: 1= Agriculture;2= ManuJachrring; 3= Construction
4= \A4rolesale and Retail Trade;5= Transport and Storage
6= Business Services; 7= Real Estate; 8= Other Services
9= Miscellaneous including Housing; 10= Others
11= Total Numbers of Account's Financing
12= Per cent of Accounts for amount of less than RM 100,000.00
thousands.
Source : Compiled from Annual Report of BIMB 1987 - L993.
BIMB believes that the success of the economic development
process in Malaysia depends mainly on the gradual change towards
the creation of a production sector.66 For this purpose, BIMB grants
financing facilities in various economic sectors of the country,
particularly those which have an effect on the process of social and
economic development such as manufacturing, real estate, agriculture,
construction, wholesale and retail trade, transport and storage,
housing6T and other services. In granting its financing to the above
sectors, BIMB is largeiy engaged in small projects with small investors
or traders as presented in Table 8. For examPle, the total number of
accounts in customer financing increased to 16,777 frorn 1.2,456
previously. Around 94 per cent of these accounts were for amounts
of less than RM 100,000.68
Social Welt'are
As a commercial institution which oPerates for profit, BIMB is
also involved in social and welfare activities, for example, the qnrd
hasan factlity which is granted to eligible Muslims who are engaged
in viable and productive economic activities. The biggest contribution
of BIMB in the field of social welfare is through its annual zakntpayment
from its profits. Zaknt is an obligatory levy on all sulplus wealth and
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,1 6.0 1.5 7.2 6.4 8.0 8.3 /.i
1 15 1.9 5.8 5.9 6.2 5.8 6.7
5 4.2 5.5 4.5 J.at 3.0 3.0 16
6 t8.4 3.8 4.1 3.8 4.0 2.0 J.Z
7 10.7 25.4 78.7 14.2 10.1 7.1 7.9
8 0.7
.t.0
9 ?5.6 /5.t1 25.1 26.8 32.5 29.9 33.0
10 3.9 2.1 3.5 | -.1
11 2.484 3.215 4.070 5.029 6.859 12.456 t6.717
72 78% 8'I% 837o 85% 89% 93% 94%
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agricultural income of Muslims. Its objective is to provide financial
support to specified categories of people such as the poor and the
needy.6e Con ceptuaTTy, zakaf is supposed to be a milestone in providing
social security, eradicating poverty and stimulating the economy.To
As table 9 shows below, zakat paidby BIMB increased every year.
For example, zakat paid by BIMB n 1993 amounted to RM 662,000
and this amount can be channelled to promote economic development
of Muslims in Malaysia.
BrMB : t,o,rT^!|ii-,,,, rrr, 
- 
Lssg
BIMB: Problems and Challenges
Legal Impediments to Islqmic Banking
Islamic Law relating to commerce and business (mu'hmalat) in
Malaysia is only applicable to a very limited scope. Since the law
relating to this matter is either the statute law or English law. In this
connection, Section 5 of the Ciail Law Act 1956 provides that "in the
absence of anywritten law, the law generally applicable to commercial
matters and any matters incidental thereto is the English Law". In
other words, English law principles are inapplicable if there are other
provisions in any law covering the question or issues which have
been decided. If, however, there is no provision dealing with the
issue in question, though there may be a general act covering certain
aspects of the law, the issue shall be settled by reference to English
law on the matter not covered by the Act.71 Even though ihe 1BA
1983 and others were enacted, they were merely acts to provide for
the licensing and regulating Islamic commercial institutions and did
not include any provision of the substantive law.
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Year Zakat (in RM '000)
1985
1.986
1987
1988
7989
'1990
1991.
1992
1.993
377
381
358
467
449
663
662
662
Source : Compiled from Annual Reports of BIMB I98S - 1993.
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For this reason, Islamic financial institutions have to work in the
context of the Islamic contracts such as mur1balnh, bay' bi thaman 'kjil,
ijfrrah, etc, which have to be interpreted in line with the equivalent of
the relevant legislation and the English principles applicable to
interpret or supplement the legislation.T2 In the case of BIMB v.Ttnta
Press Sdn. Bhd. (1986 MLJ 256; 1987 CLI 474), a dispute relating to
lease (ijkrah) of printing equipment by BIMB to the defendants had to
be dealt with in the High Court according to English legal principles.
The question arises whether such legislation and legal principles are
in line with the shari'ah. The relevant legislation already existing
includes Contr act Act, 1950, B ankruptcy Act, 79 67, Comp anies Act, 1,9 65,
Partnership Act, 1961 and Sale of Goods (Malay States) Ordinance, 1,957.
There is an urgent need to examine these statutes and to bring them
into line with the requirement of the shart'ah, or to make them
inapplicable to Muslims.T3
There are some other legal hindrances to the smooth running of
Islamic banking in Malaysia vis-a-vis customer financing. These
include:
National Land Code (NLC) 1965
Section 205(3) of the National Lsnd Code 196574 which prohibits the
transfer of an undivided share of agricultural land of less than 2/5
hectare (1 acre) has created a disadvantage for BIMB. The reason is
that the nature of the operation of BIMB involves buying the property
on behalf of customers, and not merely being an intermediate agent
betwen the buyer and the seller as practised by conventional banks
are. For example, if there is a piece of land belonging to A and B and
the customers C and D go to BIMB to ask the latter to finance the
bry*g of the said property and BIMB btys the property and it will
have difficulty if it is going to sell the property to C and D because
the provision of the National Land Code 1965 prohibits the transfer of
that land to another party. Therefore, this provision should be
abolished ormade inapplicable toBLMB since unlike other commercial
banks, it is involved in trade, not merely in financing transactions.
Hire Purchase Act, 1.967
BIMB is presently involved in financing its customers in acquiring
fixed assets such as land, property, equipment, etc under the principles
of bay'bithaman 'dfll. Nevertheless this Islamic contract of bay'bithaman
'kjil is not covered by the Hire Purchase Act,1957 since the Act is
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outside the principle of the shai'nh. According to the shari'ah, there
should not be two transactions in one contract ('aqd).It must be two
separate transactions, i. e. hire followed by purchase.
The Hire Purchase Act has given complete protection both to the
financier and the debtor in terms of legal documentation and
enforcement of such an agreement. Thus, it will not be difficult for a
financial institution to conduct its operations especially in cases
involving repossession, unlike the agreements entered into under
bny' bi thaman'kjil which need approval from a Civil Court before
they can be enforced. Therefore, it is hoped that this Act can be
modified in order to make it consistent with the shari'ah.
Islamic Banking in a Capitalistic World
The theoretical concept of Islamic banking on the basis of profit
and loss sharing was originally developed under the explicit
assumption of a general prohibition of interest.Ts Today, BIMB has to
carry on its business in a capitalist economy where interest persists
and BIMB exists side by side with interest-based banks' This
phenomenon will create problems for a newly established Islamic
bank in competing with the established and widespread influence of
the conventional banks.
Normally, depositors in Islamic banks can be ciassified into two
categories:
a. Those motivated mainly by Islamic commitment and conviction
regarding the prohibition of interest. These depositors will put
their money in an Islamic bank regardless of the rate of interest as
it is the only institution devoid of interest.
b. Those who are concerned purely with maximisation of profits.
An entrepreneur who is concerned with the maximisation of
profits in an investment project will only decide in favour of an Islamic
bank on the basis of a profit and loss sharing contract, if the expected
profit is higher than that of interest from conventional banks. Since
both the entreprenenr and the Islamic bank strive for maximum profit,
they will bargain for the desired predetermined ratio of their profits.
If an Islamic bank claims a higher ratio of profit than the entrepreneur,
this will lead the latter turns to a conventional bank, Therefore, the
Islamic bank has to adapt its claims for a given investment project to
the market rate of interest. Therefore, if the interest rate of commercial
banks is high, BIMB cannot claim a higher ratio of profit sharing
since it will be less attractive to customers who have the option of
investing in an interest-based banks.76
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Furthermore, in the capitalistic environment of Malaysia, where
an Islamic and conventional banks co-exist, customers may only
deposit or invest their money inBIMB's general investment or special
investment accounts if they are confident that they will gain higher
profits and their money is secure. This can be seen, for example, in
the financial year of 1991 and L992,77 BIMB's total deposits from
customers rose but the balances in general investment accounts
continued to decrease as its rates of profit were less attractive against
rates of interest on fixed deposits paid by the conventional banks78.
In addition, BIMB is competing not only with the commercial banks,
but also other Government supported investment institutions such
as Tabung Haji.In this case, Tabung Haji has managed to offer an
attractive rate of return (dividend) to its depositors.
Oaer-Dependence on " Second-Line Techniques"
Another issue raising concerns is the excessive reliance of the BIMB
on the second-line techniques of operation that is murkbalnh andbay'
bi thnman 'hjil since the early days of its inception. These secondary
techniques are seen by some scholars as counterparts to the institution
of interest as practised by conventional banks. This is because the
mark-ups charged by the BIMB are about the same as the rate of
interest, if we were to convert these mark-ups into a ratio of the
principal sum of money provided by the bank. Therefore they accuse
BIMB of charging interest in "a disguised form" and being "mainly
similar to other commercial banks albeit without the interest label"Te
Consequently, the cost of finance advanced by BIMB under the above
methods is still high and is comparable to the cost of funds provided
by other banks based on interest.
Although murdbalnh and bay' bi thaman 'kjil are technically correct
and permissible in the shnri'ah, in effect they operate very much like
interest-based lending.80 Scholars of Islamic banking are disturbed at
this phenomenon, for example, Siddiqi says:
"...There is a genuine concern arnong Islamic scholars that if interest is
largely subtituted by devices like 'mark-up', it would represent a change just in
number rather than in substance, and the new system would not be rid of the
iniquitous nature of the interest-based system. It is aiso emphasised that, apart
from equity consideratiory the prohibition of interest in Islam is meant to stimulate
overall productive activity, generate maximum employment and encourage
innovation which is the mainspring of growth. These blessings can only be
reaped if the interest system is completely uprooted in the real sense of the term
and replaced by a fundamentally different system like profit/ioss sharing".n
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The Bank has been accused of being only concerned with making
profits and neglecting the welfare element in its operations.82
According to officials of BIMB in a series of lectures, this allegation
was due to the tendency of the people to equate BIMB with the bayt
al-mhl (welfare institution).83 However, they say that BIMB belongs
to the tijhr (commercial) sector. As a commercial organisation, it is
argued that BIMB operates on profit because it needs to protect the
interests of the depositors and shareholders by maintaining a
reasonable rate of return on their investment.e
The nature and aim of BIMB to make profits in its business by
using the second line techniques has been criticised by some scholars.ss
They strongly argue thatBIMB should concentrate onmu&rabah and
mushhraknh in its operations which are clairned to be more just and in
line with Islamic principles. In this connectiory Zakaiya Man says:
"...The fact that the bank needs to make profits cannot justify its over-
dependence on the second line techniques of operation because possibilities
foimaking even more profits through the first line techniquessuchasmu&rabah
and mushirakah are not absent. Besides, the Bank's over dependence on the
second line techniques may also lead to inequitable disfibution of gains between
the users and the providers of capital. Otherwise, the Bank cannot contribute
significant changes in the distribution of income as encouraged by Tslam' In
this context, it is relevant to note that many customers of the bank prefer to get
murfrbalnh rather than mushArakah finance, as they make more profits after
paying a fixed sum of mark-ups as agreed in the contract. Clearly, the first-line
i"it,.riq.t"r of mu&rabah and mushArakah will be more just in terms of profit
distribution between the users and the providers of capital..."86
There are several arguments which support the BIMB stancesT: first,
there is no Qur',Anlc prohibition on these types of finance, Therefore, to
equate the practice of trade financing under the scheme of bny'bi than"nn
'ajil andmurkbnlnhwith interest amounts to rejecting the permissibility
of trade as expounded by Qur'an and the rulings of Muslim jurists.S8
Moreover, BIMBhas ashni'ah Advisory Council to oversee the Islamic
validity of its operations and therefore it should have advised BIMB if
these methods were hnramse; second, the requirement of the members
of the comm"nify itt this modern age highly varied. There are various
types of financing required by customers for such purPoses as house
purchase or business. These various modes of financing would have to
be met to the satisfaction of both financier and the party financed.eo To
restrict ail the requirements to or give priority to the profit and loss
sharing transactions would have the effect of undermining the criteria
of meeting the viability of both parties, i. e. the Bank and the
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customersel; and third, such methods are considered less risky in view
of the capitalist climate of Malaysia. The possibility of getting an
unscrupulous partner in such profit and loss sharing contracts might
cause loss to BIMB. Further, BIMB has to monitor the project and more
persornel have to be employed.e2
The resolution over the debate concerning the first and second
Iine techniques of operations is fr:ndamental to the continued success
of Islamic banking in Malaysia. There exist a real danger that an
element of doubt may exist in the minds of depositors that BIMB is
faiiiing to be a truly Islamic bank.e3
The future of Islamic Banking in Malaysia
Islamic banking is widely recognised by Muslim scholars as one
of the approaches to be adopted in the process of islamising an
economy. This approach is based on the premise that under the existing
political, social and technical constraints, Islamisation should be
phased in, so as to avoid any abrupt changes which might cause
unpredictable chaos in the economy. Accordingly, islamisation of the
banking sector is to be implemented by first establishing the model
of an Islamic bank side by side with the existing interest-based banks.ea
The nature of co-existence between Islamic and conventional banking
is going to be a significant issue for the Malaysian economy. In this
regard, Tan Sri laafar Hussein, the former Governor of the Central
Bank of Malaysia said: "I have a dream, and my dream is that I will
be able to see, io *y life time, a fuliy fledged Islamic financial system
in Malaysia side by side with the existing conventional system, both
equally sophisticated and modern".es He also said:
"...Our aim during the 1990s is to establish a comprehensive financial
system which runs parallel with the conventional system. We should not aim
at least for the present to completely replace the conventional system in Malaysia
with the Islamic financial system, The Islamic financial system should be
implemented gradually, so as not to create disruptions. This is important
considering that Malaysia has a multi-religious population..."e6
Dr. Halim Ismail, the former Managing Director of BIMB and the
initiator of Islamic banking in Malaysia had been interviewed on the
possibility of the Islamisation of banking in Malaysia. He did not
believe in universal Islamisation, rather he upheld the system of co-
existence which he claimed to be more suitable to multi-racial
Malaysia.eT
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BIMB remains the sole Islamic bank in Malaysia, surrounded by
hundreds of conventional banks. As mentioned earlier, in 1982 the
former Finance Minister said that the Islamic Bank was "a first in the
Government's efforts to instil Islamic values into the country's
economic and financial system as a replacement for the current
Western-based economic system". He further added that "in the near
future, there would be as many as 100 such banks throughout the
country".e8
BIMB is still monopolising the Islamic banking sector in Malaysia
and Muslims have no choice but to turn to this bank to avoid involving
themselves nribfr transactions. However, BIMB has, in many instances,
been criticised for imposing a higher rate of mark-up in financing
their customers as compared to interest-based banks. For the critics,
this is tantamount to exploitation which is equally forbidden in Islam.
Instead of establishing more Islamic banks, the Malaysian
Government has recently embarked upon establishing interest-free
banking facilities within existing conventional banks. The pilot scheme
which was launched by the Finance Minister, Datuk Seri Anwar
Ibrahim on 4 March 1993ee involving three major commercial banks in
Malaysia, i. e. Malayan Banking Berhad (MBB), Bank Bumiputera
Malaysia Berhad (BBMB) and United Malayan Banking Corporation
(UMBC) was to provide a wider application for Islamic banking
activities and to help refine the domestic banking sector into a
sophisticated and mature industry. They were given permission to
offer interest-free banking facilities to customers side by side with
their conventional banking. These facilities, which include customers'
deposit accounts, assets financing and trade financing, are based on
the shni'qh principles such as waffi'ah, mu&rabah, murilbalnh, bay' bi
thaman'kjil, ijfrrah,kafhlah andwskhlahloo as presented in Table 10 below.
The three banks which form the first phase of the Interest-Free
Banking Services provide these services through their 281 branches
throughout the country. These facilities have met with an encouraging
response from the public. In less than 2 months, their operations have
attracted almost RM 30 million in public deposits and investments
involving a total of 4,1.46 depositors. Of the total amounts, RM 5,598
million was placed in saving accounts by 3,853 account holders, and
the rest in investment deposit accounts by 293 depositors.lol
Interest-Free Banking is another way of mobilising funds for
productive pu-rposes and national development from Malaysians in
general and Muslims in particular.l0zIt also offers the public and the
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corporate sector an alternative way of investment. Under this system,
the bank shares the profit earned from the utilisation of deposits,
including a share in the profits gained from the bank's investment in
the clients' projects. The return to the depositors, the bank and the
users of the funds would depend on the profit and the pre-determined
profit and loss-sharing ratios.i03
Ten more financial institutions are involved in the second phase
of the Interest-Free Banking scheme, which was launched by the
Finance Minister on 21 August, 1993. They are Development and
Commercial Bank Berhad, Kwong Yik Bank Berhad, Perwira Habib
Bank Berhad, Standard Chartered Bank Berhad, Arab-Malaysian
Finance Berhad, BBMB Kewangan Berhad, Mayban Finance Berhad,
MBF Finance Berhad, Public Finance Berhad and Arab-Malaysian
Merchant Bank Berhad. Their participation would increase the number
of branches offering Interest-Free Banking services to 440104 (not
including BIMB's 44 branches).los
Table 10
Products of The Interest Free Banking Scheme106
Prndrrnfs Princinles
A) Customers'Deposits
1. Savings Accounts
2. Current Accounts
? Cpnorel fnrracfmanf Annnrrnl'c
Wadt'ah
Wadi'ah
Arl, t ,6nhnh
B) Assets Financing
4. Financing the Acquisition of Assets such
ac h^,,coc an.-l r/ahi.l-
Murhbalnh or Bay' Bi thaman
'hiil ^- fihrnh
C) Trade Financing
5. Interest-Free Accepted Bills
5.1.Import/purchase
5.2. Export/sale
6. Interest-Free Export Credit Refinancing
5.1. Pre-delivery
6.2. Post-delivery
7. lnterest-Free Bank Guarantee
8. Interest-Free Shipping Guarantee
9. Letter of Credit
10. Letter of Guarantee
Murhbalnh or Bay' al-Dayn
Bay'al-Dayn
Murhbalah or Bay' al-Dayn
Bay'al-Dayn
Kafhlah
Kafhlah
Wakhlah or Murhbalnh or
Mushkraknh
Kalfilnh or liirnh
In future, more financial institutions are expected to offer the
Interest-Free Banking services in addition to their existing services.107
On the future of Islamic Banking and Finance in Malaysia, Abdul
Halim offers a bright prospect:
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". . .The market can be big, but it has to be nurtured and developed rn an
orderlymanner...Thesuccess of Islamicbankingwillalso depend onthepolitical
stability, economic growth and a visionary leadership which we are enjoying
now. And assuming that it's efficient (like conventional banking), it should
attract non-Muslim customers too, which means the market should grow.
Above all, the Islamic banking and financial system is expected to play an
important role-which is to attain the economic objectives of restrucfuring the
Bumiputera community and Vision 2020 (when Ma-laysia is expected to be an
industrialised nation". 108
Conclusion
We have seen above that the Islamic mode of banking is both
theoretically feasible and practically possible. The Islamic Banking
system has provided practical evidence of the possibility of an interest-
free banking system in the modern world. Muslim scholars and
economists are all agreed that Islamic Banking will be based on the
commercial contracts of mu&rabah and mushhraknh and other modes
of financing such as murkbahah and bay' bi thomqn 'kjil. The above
discussion also provides strong evidence of how transactions can be
made according to the Islamic Commercial Law through the modern
financial intermediary of the banking system. It is encouraging to
note that Islamic banking in Malaysia is functioning successfully side-
by-side with conventional banks. However, available evidence clearly
suggests that there is iendency for the BIMB to confine its profit-
generating operations to almost risk-free techniques to ensure success.
Consequently, it creates the bank's over reliance on murfrbalnh and
bay' bi thaman'ajil modes of financing rather than the entrepreneur-
creating operations of mu&rabah andmushkrsknh.To a certain degree,
people doubt that the bank's genuine intention to apply Islamic
principles in banking, thus the bank has been unable to influence the
pattern of the distribution of profit between the providers and the
users of capital in a more equitable manner as enjoined in Islam. It
may be argued that more meaningful outcomes could have been
achieved, had the bank placed greater emphasis on the first-line
techniques of mu&rabah and mushhraknh.
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